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Abstract

A data assimilation (DA) system has been developed for the operational cir-

culation model of the German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency

(BSH) in order to improve the forecast of hydrographic characteristics in

the North and Baltic Seas. It is based on the local Singular Evolutive In-

terpolated Kalman (SEIK) filter algorithm and assimilation of the NOAA

AVHRR-derived sea surface temperature (SST). The DA system allows one

to improve the agreement of the SST forecast with the satellite observations

by 27% on average over the period of October 2007 – September 2008. How-

ever, a sensitivity analysis of the forecasting system performance shows a

significant impact of initial model error statistics on ice fields and bottom

temperature. A reinitialisation of model error covariances in accordance with
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seasonality of the model error statistics was required in order to maintain the

predictive skill with respect to these variables. The success of the DA sys-

tem is quantified by the comparison with independent data from MARNET

stations as well as sea ice concentration measurements. In addition, the Max-

imum Entropy approach is used to assess the system performance and the

prior and posterior model error statistics.

Keywords: SST data assimilation, ensemble Kalman filtering, initial model

error statistics, entropy, operational forecasting, North and Baltic Seas.

1. Introduction

Any estimate of the reality based on various sources of information de-

pends on the quality of these sources and the method used for extracting and

combining the information. Dealing with estimation of the ocean state or hy-

drography of different water basins, we are often uncertain about numerical

model deficiencies and errors of the data (especially if the data are from

satellite remote sensing). This makes the task of data assimilation (DA) into

ocean models rather challenging (Brusdal et al., 2003; Penduff et al., 2002;

Testut et al., 2003; Bertino and Lisæter, 2008; Brasseur et al., 2005; Cum-

mings et al., 2009; Storkey et al., 2010; Kurapov et al., 2011). It pertains

not only the implementation of DA algorithms but also the approximation of

the error statistics (Counillon et al., 2009; Janjić et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2011;

Simon and Bertino, 2012; Lermusiaux, 2007), which in each case demands a

study on its own.

This is in full measure related to the development of a DA system for

the operational forecasting model of the North and Baltic Seas run by the
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German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH), which was de-

scribed in Losa et al. (2012). The DA system is based on Singular Evolutive

Interpolated Kalman filter (SEIK, Pham, 2001; Pham et al., 1998). Setting

up the system required calibration efforts in order to properly account for

errors in assimilated NOAA’s satellite sea surface temperature (SST) data

(Losa et al., 2012). Implementation of the developed and tuned ensemble-

based DA system has allowed the authors to improve the SST forecast over

the calibration period of October 2007 and real-time forecasting period in

March 2011. It was emphasized that the performance of the DA system de-

pends on how the prior probabilities of model and data errors are estimated

and prescribed. Relatedly, the skill of DA system can be improved by careful

selection of the estimates, always keeping in mind the conditional nature of

the statistics.

The present paper can be considered as a second part of the study. While

the first paper was assessing assumptions on satellite SST data errors, the

current paper focuses on the sensitivity of the forecasting system to the

estimates of statistics describing BSH circulation model uncertainties. The

prior model uncertainty in Losa et al. (2012) has been substituted by model

variability under different atmospheric, tidal and river-runoff conditions over

the period of October–December 2007. Here we discuss the performance of

the data assimilation system during the seasonal cycle with various priors.

The dynamical conditions in the North and Baltic Seas change consid-

erably from storms in autumn to partial sea ice cover in winter followed by

the formation of a shallow thermocline in spring and summer. It turns out

that this seasonality should properly be reflected in the error covariances to
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reach ”optimal” performance. In order to demonstrate the need for plausible

estimates or hypotheses on model errors and their seasonal variability we

use independent data on sea ice concentration and bottom temperature and

salinity data from MARNET stations. As an additional criterion of plausibil-

ity of our assumptions on error statistics and the system performance itself,

we use the Principle of Maximum Entropy (PME, Kivman et al., 2001).

The next section briefly describes the BSH operational model, the data

and the DA algorithm. Section 3 proposes sensitivity experiments. The

results are presented in section 4 and discussed in section 5. The last section

concludes.

2. System description

Here we briefly describe the forecasting system augmented by DA. The

reader is referred to the study by Losa et al. (2012) (hereafter, Lea12) for

more details.

BSH operational circulation model

A 5 km horizontal resolution version of the BSH operational circulation

model is nested within a coarser resolution (∼10 km horizontally) model for

the North East Atlantic and coupled with a sea ice model (BSHcmod, see

Kleine, 1994; Dick, 1997; Dick et al., 2001; Kleine, 2003). The model setup,

including the model domain, boundary and initial conditions, forcing and

time stepping is similar to that used in Lea12.
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Data

The information about the hydrographic characteristics provided by the

BSH circulation model is sequentially, every 12 hours, combined with sea

surface temperature measurements obtained with the Advanced Very High

Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) aboard polar orbiting NOAA’s satellites.

12-hourly composites (around midnight and noon) of the measurements are

processed and gridded by the BSH satellite data service. The observations

are cumulative over the 12 hours window and should be representative of the

averaged half day, unless gaps due to meteorological conditions prevent that.

As independent information on temperature and salinity, we use time se-

ries from the Marine Environmental Monitoring Network (MARNET). MAR-

NET is operated in the North and Baltic Seas by the BSH and includes several

automated measuring stations (Table 1).

DA method

The ensemble based SEIK filter with second order exact resampling (Pham,

2001) is implemented for assimilating the AVHRR-derived SST into the

BSHcmod. The algorithm has been coded within the Parallel Data Assimi-

lation Framework (PDAF, Nerger et al., 2005; Nerger and Hiller, 2012) and

applied locally (Nerger et al., 2006) for each water column of the model do-

main with an observation error of σsst = 0.8oC and exponentially decreasing

data influence within the radius of 100 km. These localisation conditions

had been found to be the best among others tested in Lea12, based on ex-

periments for October 2007. We would like to reiterate that the σsst in the

DA algorithm is not just the standard deviation of the data errors including

measurement and representativeness errors, but reflects the ratio between
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model and data quality due to a link between model uncertainties and data

errors relative to the reality. Lea12 pointed out on a need of careful calibra-

tion of the data assimilation system with respect to possible approximations

of the data errors and model uncertainties. Focusing on model deficiencies,

in this study, we extend the system validation period to a one-year period

and analyse the forecasting system’s performance under initializations with

various ensembles in distinct seasons.

3. Experiment design

In order to explore the sensitivity to initial error statistics, we carried out

a set of experiments differing in when the system has been initialised and

how the initial ensembles have been calculated. The experiments consist of

control run (Experiment 1) and Experiments 2 – 6 described below.

Control run (Experiment 1)

The BSH forecasting system augmented by the data assimilation is vali-

dated over the period from 1 October 2007 to 30 September 2008 with cor-

responding atmospheric forcing, river run-off data and satellite SSTs. The

data are sequentially assimilated every 12 hours. Lea12 considered various

timing and periods of the analysis and forecast. Here we assess the system

performance only with respect to produced 12-hourly forecast.

On 1 October 2007, the system has been initialised with the same en-

semble of initial model states (temperature, salinity, current velocities, sea

surface elevation) as in Lea12. The ensemble has been generated based on

covariance matrices computed using 12-hourly snapshots of BSHcmod in-

tegration over the following three months periods: October - November -
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December (autumn-winter). The mean values over the corresponding inte-

gration period have been substracted from the model solution. The leading

empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) have been used for generating the

ensemble of 8 members. As mentioned in Lea12, under the used localisa-

tion conditions, this quite rough approximation of the initial model error

covariances works sufficiently well for the system.

The ensemble of the initial model states evolves in time and so do the

forecast error covariances. These dynamically changing forecast error covari-

ances are inflated via the so-called forgetting factor. The forgetting factor

has been introduced in the work of Pham (2001) as a number less than 1 that

multiples the observation error covariance in the calculation of the Kalman

gain. Its effect is the same as inflating the forecast error covariance with

the factor inverse the forgetting factor. This inflation in part accounts for

model error, as it compensates for the net effect of all factors leading to

an under-dispersive ensemble. However, it assumes that the model error is

proportional to the forecast error covariance, i.e. model error is assumed to

belong to the same error subspace as the forecast error. Therefore, when the

forecast error covariance matrix tends to zero the model error also tends to

zero. Based on some sensitivity experiments previously conducted for the

system (not shown) it is proposed to use the forgetting factor of 0.95. There

is, however, an evidence of possible further improvement of the forecast qual-

ity with the parameter variable in time. This issue is not discussed in the

current paper.
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System’s sensitivity to the initial ensemble (Experiments 2 – 6)

The initial ensemble samples the probability distribution of the initial

model states. In this respect, the generation of the ensemble based on co-

variances computed using model solution over a certain integration period is

quite a standard and widely used approximation. With such an approach,

however, the real initial model error statistics are replaced by the variabil-

ity of the prescribed model dynamics under variable atmospheric forcing.

The degree of its closeness to the real set of probable uncertainties in initial

states determines the quality of sampling and, thus, the time evolution of

the forecast error statistics.

By setting up the DA system we found sensitivity of the success to a

dynamical change following the seasonal cycle. To evaluate the robustness

of the forecasting system performance with the dynamically evolving error

covariances, additionally to the control run (Experiment 1), a number of

experiments (from 2 to 6) have been conducted by initialising the system

in spring (on 1 March 2008) and summer (on 1 June 2008) with specially

designed ensembles of the initial model states. For convenience, information

on the experiments and conditions is summarized in Table 2.

The first set of sensitivity experiments (Experiments 2, 3, 4) focuses on

spring season. In Experiment 2, the ensemble generated for the control run

have been used to reinitialise the DA system on 1 March 2008. Two ad-

ditional initial ensembles have been generated based on covariance matrices

computed using 12-hourly model snapshots over spring season (March - April

- May). In Experiment 3, the initial ensemble spreads around the seasonal

mean, which was initially, as described above, subtracted from the model
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solution before computing the covariances. Such an ensemble consistently

prescribes the simulated variability. The ensemble mean, nevertheless, could

be biased with respect to actual system state at the time of initialisation.

The obtained covariances can, however, be considered as an approximation

of uncertainties in specification of the initial model states. The clouds of

the samples, then, can be spread around the model state at the particular

date of the system initialisation. In this case, the mean of the ensemble is

also dynamically consistent. As such, our second spring ensemble is spread

around the model state on 1 March 2008 following 11 days of model integra-

tion started from the climatology (Experiment 4). As in Experiment 2, in

Experiments 3 and 4 the DA system is initialised on 1 March 2008.

Two more ensembles of the initial model states have been generated to

reinitialise the system on 1 June 2008 (Experiments 5 and 6). One initial

ensemble is based on summer covariances, obtained by model integration

over June - July - August. The second one uses the already described spring

covariances. Both ensembles have been spread around the model state on 1

June 2008 and used for the sensitivity experiments (Experiments 5 and 6,

respectively) with the focus on the summer season.

4. Results

To evaluate the performance of the forecasting system augmented by data

assimilation, at first, we consider one year SST evolution based on 12-hourly

local analysis. Then, we assess the system performance with respect to fore-

casting sea ice concentrations (a variable not included into the analysis state

vector) and bottom temperature (one of the ”unobserved”, in terms of DA,
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variables, but updated through the state covariances).

Control run: SST validation over a one year period

Figure 1 illustrates the ability of the DA system to reduce the deviation

of the predicted SST from the satellite observations over a one year period.

Spatial distribution of the root mean squared (RMS) deviation averaged over

the period 1 October 2007 – 30 September 2008 obtained with DA (top right

panel) is compared against that obtained without DA (top left panel). On

average, over the model domain, the RMSE has been reduced from ∼ 1.1oC

to ∼ 0.8oC, which implies ∼ 27% improvement. A similar comparison for the

annual mean deviations (bottom right panel against bottom left panel) also

shows the reduction from ∼ 0.5oC to ∼ 0.3oC. For instance, augmenting the

forecasting system by DA has enabled us to reduce bias in the Norwegian

Trench and in the Gulf of Bothnia. Systematic errors in reproducing SST in

the coastal region have been also reduced.

Comparison of the simulated sea surface temperature with independent

SST time series at MARNET stations (Fig. 2) also shows significant improve-

ment of the SST forecast quality when assimilating satellite data. Figure 2

shows the temporal evolution of the SST at Darss Sill and Arkona Basin

MARNET stations (see Table 1 for the locations). As seen from Figure 2,

the BSHcmod forecast without DA agrees quite well with the observations

all year round except for May and June, when the model deviates from the

observations up to 4oC. The deviations of the SST forecast from observa-

tions over this time interval are reduced by DA very substantially. Figure 2

also illustrates that the model deviation from the data has some systematic

component (bias) which changes in time.
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Table 3 summarizes the RMS and mean deviations of the forecast from

MARNET SST observations with and without data assimilation. The statis-

tics have been improved with the DA. It is worth noting that Figure 2 il-

lustrates the DA impact at the most problematic stations with respect to

the improved statistics. Table 3 also includes estimates of deviation of the

NOAA’s satellite temperature from the SST observed at the six MARNET

stations. One can see that, except for the Darss Sill station, the SST predic-

tion based on DA is more accurate than the AVHRR-derived temperature.

Errors of the satellite data were the focus of our previous study. In partic-

ular, we addressed the problem of the data bias due to the algorithm used

to convert the signal detected by satellite sensors to the bulk temperature

at 1 m depth. In the current paper we do not discuss the quality of the

observations and refer the reader to Lea12.

Ice simulation

In order to demonstrate skills of the implemented DA system we analyse

its predictions with respect to a system variable that has not been included

in the statistically updated state vector. As such, we compare predicted sea

ice concentrations to observations. Since the sea ice model is coupled to

the circulation model, the hydrography forecast serves as a factor influenc-

ing the ice dynamics. Since we do not assimilate sea ice data, it is natural

to exclude the ice variable from the state vector, but evaluate the influence

of the improved forcing on the sea ice forecast. To illustrate sensitivity of

the predicted sea ice to the prior error statistics of the circulation model, we

compare Experiment 1 and Experiment 4. Figures 3 and 4 depict the ice con-

centration on 27 March 2008 and 14 April 2008 respectively. Shown are the
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observed ice concentration (top left panel) and the model ice concentration

forecast without (top right panel) and with SST DA for the control run and

experiment 4 (bottom panels). One can see that, generally, the BSHcmod

underestimates the sea ice concentrations in the Gulf of Bothnia on 27 March

2008. The predicted ice extent, however, agrees quite well with observations,

except for the central part of the gulf. Here the model forecasts a polynia,

which is not observed. Assimilation of the satellite SST (note that there is

no SST data in areas covered by ice), in Experiment 1, allowed ice of still

small concentration to close the polynia. On 14 April 2008 (Fig. 4), the ice

obtained with SST DA tends to cover the eastern part of the Gulf of Bothnia

towards the north from 65oN following the observations. But, at the same

time, the simulated ice extends too much towards the south from65oN. These

results seem to indicate that the forecast error covariances evolving through

time from 1 October 2007 are not able to sufficiently well approximate true

error covariances for March and April. The forecast of the sea ice concentra-

tions for the control run is compared against those obtained after the system

reinitialisation on 1 March 2008 with the ensemble of initial model states

based on spring error covariances (Experiment 4). The bottom left panels

of Figs. 3 and 4 show the predicted concentrations of sea ice produced by

the DA forecasting system reinitialised on 1 March 2008. Obviously, the new

covariances have enabled the forecasting system to improve the quality of the

predicted sea ice edge. Nevertheless, the ice concentration is still underesti-

mated in most of the regions. In this respect, it should be noted that the ice

model has been calibrated based on regular BSH circulation model, which is

biased (see Fig. 1). While Figure 1 depicts the forecast deviation from obser-
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vations averaged over a one year period, the patterns of the cold bias in the

Gulf of Bothnia is similar to those estimated over March - April 2008. The

magnitude of the spring bias is, however, smaller (∼ 0.6oC) in comparison

with the annual mean. Simultaneous SST and sea ice data assimilation (see

Bertino and Lisæter, 2008) would be a way to optimize the BSH operational

forecasting system.

Bottom temperature

The impact of initial model error covariances is even more pronounced

for bottom temperature simulations. The bottom temperature is one of the

model state variables statistically updated after the filter analysis. Figure

5 shows the bottom temperature forecast at the MARNET stations Darss

Sill and Arkona Basin against observations (green). The forecast has been

obtained for the period 1 March 2008 – 15 September 2008 without DA (black

curve) and with LSEIK filtering for Experiments 2 (blue curve), 3 (black

dashed) and 4 (red). One can see that, at the location of the stations, only

the ensemble mean forecast based on experiment 4 has been able to follow

the observed temperature during the warming and shallowing of the upper

mixed layer (UML) over the period of 15th of May 2008 – 21st of June 2008

till the summer shallow UML has formed. Then the model trajectories lost

the proper covariances. A comparison of the predicted bottom temperature

without DA against the observations indicates some systematic model errors.

These model uncertainties result in ∼ 5oC colder bottom water relative to

the observed one during June – July 2008. Modifying the initial model

error correlations based on model variability under spring forcing and taking

the ensemble spread around the model state on 1 March (Experiment 4) has
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allowed the forecasting system to compensate for such a model deficiency, yet

until the dynamical regime shift due to well established summer thermocline.

After this shift, the system could not correctly approximate the true model

error statistics with respect to the bottom temperature forecast. Figure 5

also demonstrates that constructing the initial ensemble around the model

state on the initialisation date (Experiment 4) leads to certain advantages

in comparison to the case where the ensemble is spread around the seasonal

mean (Experiment 3) even if the ensemble is double in size.

Figure 6 illustrates possible improvement of the bottom temperature fore-

cast for the period of June – September 2008 after reinitialization the system

on 1 of June 2008 (Experiments 5 and 6). At this time, the system is started

first with one ensemble based on model state covariances over June – July

– August (Experiment 5). The bottom temperature obtained in this experi-

ment at the Darss Sill and in the Arkona Basin (red curve) are, then, com-

pared against the results of Experiments 3 (black dashed), 4 (red dashed)

and Experiment 6 (blue, with an initial ensemble constructed from spring

covariances and spread around the model state on 1 June). Among all the

experiments, Experiment 5 simulates the observed summer bottom tempera-

ture at the MARNET stations best. However, by mid of August 2008, at the

Arkona Basin station, the ensemble mean bottom temperature once again

drops to the regular model bottom temperature (without DA, black) which

is 5oC colder than observed (green). After that the system no longer keeps

the right bottom error covariances at this deepest MARNET station.

These results demonstrate that it is possible to create a DA system which

would allow one to improve forecast even of the state variables that are not
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observed. This is nevertheless conditional to the prescribed model error

statistics (including uncertainties in the forcing). In the presence of uncer-

tainties in specification of such statistics and lack of independent observa-

tional information there is a need for a criterion for evaluating the assump-

tions on model or data errors and, therefore, for assessing the DA system

itself. Following Kivman et al. (2001) we propose to apply the principle of

Maximum Entropy as such a criterion.

Maximum Entropy as an additional criterion to validate the system

In practical applications, uncertainties in the information coming from

the model and measurements are among the reasons of sub-optimality of any

DA analysis (see Lea12). The error statistics of the model and data are,

however, often poorly known. As proposed by Kivman et al. (2001), in this

situation, the most plausible assumption to make is that the information we

are dealing with is most uncertain, and the best framework to think about

it is the entropy. Kivman et al. (2001) in their study show how to apply an

entropy approach to selecting priors in data assimilation problem (see Ap-

pendix A) so that the state estimates would be less biased with respect to

the priors. In the study by Losa et al. (2004), the implementation of such an

approach for a problem of state and parameter estimation in biogeochemical

modeling allowed the authors to obtain reliable estimates of physiological pa-

rameters and, moreover, to infer about data quality and model uncertainties.

Here, we apply the PME for calibrating our ensemble-based forecasting DA

system (see Appendix A) and look at the summer results described above

from the entropy point of view. In other words, hypothesising on the prior

model error statistics, we use the PME as an additional criterion of plausi-
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bility of our assumptions and forecasting system performance. The entropy

estimates are given in Table 4. From this Table one can see that, over the

period of 25 June – 8 August, the system has higher entropy under conditions

of Experiment 5 than in case of Experiment 2, 3, 4 and 6. This circumstance

leads us to conclude that initialization of the DA system with the ’summer’

ensemble results in the least biased forecast among considered. This conclu-

sion is in addition supported by comparison to the independent MARNET

temperature data, as shown above.

5. Discussions

Arkona bottom temperature

Let us discuss in more details the fact that, initialised with ’summer’

model error covariances, the DA system was able to recover the BSHcmod

uncertainties in simulating bottom temperature at the deepest MARNET

station ”Arkona Basin” in summer period. The following questions naturally

arise in this respect.

1. What could be the reason for the model discrepancy in reproducing

bottom temperature at the Arkona Basin? Is it the resolution, errors

in atmospheric forcing (or dare we say forcing errors relative to the

resolution) or parameterisation of the horizontal and vertical mixing?

2. Is it possible to diagnose and distinguish the model uncertainties via

DA?

3. Why does LSEIK filtering allow the forecasting system to compensate

the model deficiencies in reproducing the Arkona bottom temperature

in case of summer covariances but not in other cases?
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Answering question 1, it is worth noting that, at first glance, the model

cold bias of 5oC near the bottom (40m) could indicate that model verti-

cal mixing in the Arkona basin is too weak. For instance, the comparison

of the predicted temperature profiles without DA against the observations

(Fig. 7, top and middle panels) on 18 June and 1 July 2008 shows that

the model underestimates the upper mixed layer (UML). However salinity

measurements (Fig 8) indicate that the Arkona bottom water (much saltier

than subsurface one) is formed somewhere in the Danish Straits under the

North Sea water influence. The bottom temperature increase in the Arkona

Basin during June – July 2008 is accompanied by a strong salinity increase

(Fig. 8), which means that the bottom temperature changes due to lateral

advection. This advective transport is missing in the free run (Fig. 7, mid-

dle and bottom panels). The resolution of 5 km used by us does not allow

the model to simulate the North Sea and Baltic Sea waters interactions with

necessary degree of realism. According to Figure 7, the forecasting system

with DA better reproduces the salty water intrusion as concerns the bottom

temperature and salinity. To what an extent the overall circulation pattern

is improved remains an open question as we do not have any observational

data to validate the velocity field.

The system with DA also better reconstructs the observed event of tem-

perature minimum at depths close to 30m (Fig. 8). Indeed, as seen from

Figure 8, the observed summer hydrography at the ”Arkona Basin” is ex-

plained by interactions of at least 3 watermasses: the local (warm and rel-

atively fresh) surface watermass; the bottom one originated from the saline

North Sea waters; and the intermediate cold water initially formed close to
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the Gulf of Bothnia, but absent in the model solution. The DA does a better

job in simulating the watermass interactions than pure BSHcmod (Fig. 7,

middle and bottom panels). The result is, however, imperfect and shifts with

time and depth. Further improvement could be expected by calibrating the

analysis localisation radius (see Lea12).

Concerning question 2 on the model uncertainties diagnostics we note that

calculating covariances of the LSEIK analysis increment (”forecast-minus-

analysis”) over the period 25 June – 8 August 2008 sheds a light on some

model error structures. It should be borne in mind that such diagnostics

depends on how close the LSEIK analysis is itself to the reality. The incre-

ments presenting the model uncertainties are different in Experiments 4, 5

and 6. From the information entropy point of view, the increments obtained

as a result of Experiment 5 (with higher entropy) should better correspond to

the reality. The vertical temperature increment covariances at the ”Arkona

Basin” indicate the highest model uncertainties in bottom sea levels (see Fig.

9). This is in agreement with the aforementioned independent observations.

The model error structure is, however, distinct from that in spring (Exp. 4;

integration period: 9 March – 25 June 2008), with higher variances in the

upper water levels (Fig. 9, middle left panel).

For the moment, it is not clear how to distinguish which factor is respon-

sible for the model uncertainties. It can be errors in the atmospheric forcing,

errors due to model resolution or parameterisations of horisontal and verti-

cal mixing. It can also be errors in the bathymetry used by the model. All

they are mixed together, so improvement with respect to a particular source

of uncertainty, for example in forcing, is conditional to other acting error
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sources.

To answer question 3, we compare our a posteriori estimates of the fore-

cast error covariances with the prior initial model error statistics (Fig. 9).

Given the initial model uncertainties approximated relying on model vari-

ability under spring forcing (Fig. 9, bottom left panel), the ensemble based

forecasting system was not able to well mend the model deficiencies in deep

water levels even with the dynamically changing forecast error covariances.

Doubling the ensemble size (not shown) has not improved the situation and

kept the bottom error correlations practically close to initial, which is wrong

for the summer.

The initial forecast ensemble obtained with summer forcing, nevertheless,

already possessed some significant features (compare top and bottom panels

of Figure 9), allowing the system to account for and to catch the true forecast

error covariances. This means that the model on its own (as expected) is

able to simulate seasonal dynamics, but due to a bias– for whatever reason,–

some processes do not occur at right place and time. Forcing errors could

be the reason of such biases (Skandrani, 2009). In this case, stochastically

perturbing the forcing would probably help (Brusdal et al., 2003; Sakov et al.,

2012). However, we stress that, in the particular example of the dynamics at

the ”Arkona Basin” station, it could be just a compensation for uncertainties

in model resolution. Thus, once again, we are dealing with forcing errors

conditionally to resolution and/or the parameterisation of horizontal and

vertical mixing.

One more reason why the forecasting system fails in the summer if it is

initialised in spring based on the spring covariances could be the localisation
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used for the flow dependent forecast error covariances at the analysis steps

(see Lea12). As seen from Figure 10, which depicts spatial correlation of

the forecast errors around the Arkona Basin, the error correlation length

drastically increased in summer compared to spring. It could happen that,

the localisation radius of 20 grid points given the exponential data weighting

(see Lea12) is not big enough for that region to sufficiently approximate the

changing summer error covariances. It points out to a need in spatially and

temporally variable localisation in accordance to the observed dynamics.

General discussion on possible ways of accounting for model errors

Certainly, the story of the temperature at the Arkona basin is just an

example. And yet it illustrates and highlights general points discussed in the

DA community.

One major contributor to the forecast uncertainty is the model error. The

reasons behind the model error include unrepresented subgrid scale processes,

inaccurate forcing and boundary conditions, errors in representation of orog-

raphy as well as parameterisation uncertainty. Statistical representations of

possible model errors substantially effect the data assimilation results. Sev-

eral approaches are available in the literature for the representation of model

error statistics. These include use of multiple physics packages for the same

model, inclusion of stochastic kinetic energy backscatter scheme to represent

the unresolved scales at every time step, parameter variations, as well as

use of deterministic stochastic dynamical models (Berner et al., 2011). How-

ever, as Berner et al. (2011) stated ”there is no unique method the scientific

community has agreed upon”.

Rather then suggesting the periodical reinitialisation of the forecasting
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system by seasonally based error statistics we would like to point at the pos-

sible directions in dealing with the model error statistics. A solution would be

to introduce the model error statistics implicitly in the data assimilation al-

gorithm, with additive model error covariance varying with the season. This

would allow for the deficiencies in the time evolving error covariances to be

compensated through the seasonally dependent model error. The approach

would be similar to a hybrid discussed by Simon and Bertino (2012) when

a constant (”static”), centered within 3 months period, covariances are used

for observed variables, and dynamical covariances are used for unobserved

variables. The authors pointed out on the possible sensitivity of the dynam-

ically changed error covariances to model biases. The inclusion of different

seasonal error structures in the data assimilation algorithm would allow us to

keep the correct spread of the ensemble going through the different seasons.

A second approach that can partially alleviate the problem is a season-

ally and temporally changing localisation radius. This would allow for the

forecast error covariance depending on the season to search for the analysis

in the different space. Continuous transformation between the localisation

lengths would need to be ensured.

Additional work is required in these directions.

6. Conclusions

The BSH operational forecasting system extended by satellite sea surface

temperature (SST) data assimilation (DA) based on a local version of the

ensemble Kalman-type filter algorithm (SEIK) has been validated over the

period 1 October 2007 – 30 September 2008. On average, during that period
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the quality of the SST forecast has been improved by ∼ 27% relatively to

the forecast produced by regular BSHcmod without any DA. The improved

performance of the forecasting system with DA has been also confirmed by

comparison of the predicted SST against independent time series data at the

six MARNET stations. The forecast estimates appeared to be even more

accurate there than the satellite observations.

The changes in SST by DA affected sea ice forecast, while sea ice variables

were not included in the model state vector updated during local SEIK anal-

ysis step. However, evolving through different seasons the forecast ensemble

was not able to account for true model error covariances. As a consequence,

the predicted sea ice as well as bottom temperature at MARNET stations

were not optimal. The forecasting system had to be reinitialised on 1 March

and 1 June with new ensembles. Several experiments with different initial

ensembles of model states on 1 March and on 1 June 2008 have demonstrated

substantial sensitivity of the sea ice and bottom temperature forecast qual-

ity to the assumptions on the model error statistics. These initial ensembles

have been generated based on the model variability under particular seasonal

(autumn-winter, spring, summer) forcing, which, as assumed, approximated

the model error correlations. It has been found that the best forecasts for

the periods of March – June 2008 and June – August 2008 have been ob-

tained with spring and summer model error covariances, respectively. As

a criterion of plausibility of the prior error covariances and the DA system

performance, the principle of maximum entropy is used. The estimates of

the entropy confirmed that the June initialisation with the summer ensemble

has enabled the system to produce the least biased forecast with respect to
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the used priors. The statistics of model errors is seasonally variable, because

when simulating different dynamical regimes, the model has different sys-

tematic errors. The forecasting system has to account for this seasonality of

the model deficiencies.

Our study is, in fact, just a validation of a newly developed ensemble

based DA forecasting system for the North and Baltic Seas and an illustration

of the sensitivity of the forecast performance to the information about model

uncertainties, which is a priori unknown. The paper does not provide best

solution to the problem, leaving space for future research. But, obviously,

a posteriori analysis of model errors would help to educate the forecasting

system and optimise it by including its statistics into the DA algorithm.
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Appendix A. Principle of Maximum Entropy

General formulation by Kivman et al. (2001)

From a probabilistic point of view, the problem of data assimilation into

dynamical models is formulated as estimating ρ(x|y), the probability density

function (PDF) of probable model trajectories realisations x given the data
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y (van Leeuwen and Evensen, 1996). This conditional a posteriori PDF,

also called the analysis PDF, expresses the state of our knowledge about the

model state when data are observed.

Following Kivman et al. (2001), this analysis PDF should maximize the

entropy

S(ρ) = −

∫
X

ρ(x|y) ln
ρ(x|y)

µ(x)

∏
dx, (1)

where µ(x) is the lowest information about the system state x. The most

probable analysis xa or mean with respect to such ρ(x|y) is

xa = Mmxm +Mdxd, (2)

where xm and xd are any system states satisfying the model equations L(x) =

f and data H(x) = y, respectively. Here, L is the model operator describing

internal processes, f is external forcing, H is an observational operator.

As shown in the study by Kivman et al. (2001), the operators Mm and Md

depend on both the operators L and H and also on our assumptions on

the prior error statistics. Kivman et al. (2001) prove that Mm and Md are

nonnegative, self-adjoint, and that

Mm +Md = I. (3)

In our applications, we are certain neither in model error covariances nor in

data errors. In this case, by virtue the properties of Mm and Md, the so-

called operator-valued measure M generated by the operators can be used

for assessing the assumed prior error statistics if the entropy of M is defined

following Kivman et al. (2001)
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S(M) = −tr(Md lnMd+Mm lnMm) = −
N∑
i=1

[λi lnλi+(1−λi) ln(1−λi)]. (4)

Given eigenvalues λi of Md or Mm matrixes, one can calculate the entropy.

Assessing the assumptions on the model and data error statistics, we search

for the prior which generates M with the highest entropy value.

S in terms of Kalman-type filtering

In terms of Kalman-type filtering, the maximum probable x or so called

state vector analysis xa is expressed as the following

x(tn)
a = x(tn)

f +Kn(yn −Hx(tn)
f), (5)

where x(tn)
a and x(tn)

f denote the analysis and forecast of the model state

at certain time tn, yn are observations available at tn, and Kn is the Kalman

gain

Kn = P f
nH(HP f

nH
T +R)−1. (6)

Here, following Pham (2001), P f
n is the forecast error covariance matrix, H is

the observation operator and R is the observational error covariance matrix.

Comparing Eq. 5 to Eq. 2, one can see that the operator-valued measure

M is now determined by Kalman gains. To calculate the entropy S(M) (4),

one just need to know λi of the Kalman gain matrix. Such a matrix could be

constructed by collecting and considering KnH , for instance, globally over a

certain period of time or locally. The local variant is valuable for validation of

localisation conditions. λi of the matrix are obtained by SVD decomposition.
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Figure 1: Deviation of the SST forecast from the satellite observations averaged over the

period 1st of October 2007 – 30th of September 2008.: root mean squared (top panels)

and mean (bottom panels) estimates obtained without DA (left panels) and when locally

SEIK filter implementing (right panels).
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Figure 2: Temporal evolution of the sea surface temperature at MARNET stations ”Darss

Sill”(54o42′ N , 12o42′ E,top panel) and ”Arkona basin” (54o53′ N , 13o52′ E, bottom

panel) over the period 1st of October 2007 – 30th of September 2008: observation (green),

model solution without data assimilation (blue), forecast based on local SEIK analysis

(red).
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Figure 3: Ice concentrations on 27th of March 2008: data (top left panel); BSHcmod

forecast without DA (top right panel); LSEIK ensemble mean forecast for Experiment 4,

based on the ensemble initialised on 1st of March 2008 with the given spring covariance

matrix (bottom left panel); LSEIK ensemble mean forecast based on the control ensemble

initialised on 1st of October 2007 with the given winter covariance matrix (bottom right

panel).
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Figure 4: Same as in figure 3, but on 14th of April 2008.
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Figure 5: Temporal evolution of the bottom temperature at MARNET stations ”Darss

Sill”(54o42′ N , 12o42′ E,top panel) and ”Arkona basin” (54o53′ N , 13o52′ E, bottom

panel) over the period 1st of March 2008 – 30th of September 2008: observation (green),

model solution without data assimilation (black), forecast based on local SEIK analysis of

Experiment 2 (blue), 3 (black dashed) and 4 (red).
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Figure 6: Temporal evolution of the bottom temperature at MARNET stations ”Darss

Sill”(54o42′ N , 12o42′ E,top panel) and ”Arkona basin” (54o53′ N , 13o52′ E, bottom

panel) over the period 1st of June 2008 – 30th of September 2008: observation (green),

model solution without data assimilation (black), forecast based on local SEIK analysis of

Experiment 4 (red dashed), 3 (black dashed), 5 (red) and 6 (blue).
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Figure 7: Temperature, salinity profiles at the ”Arkona basin” station on 18 Juni 2008

(top panel), 1 July 2008 (middle panel) and on 7 July 2008 (bottom panel): forecast

without DA (solid lines); forecast with DA (dotted lines); observations (dashed lines). In

the circles are events of intrusion of bottom warm and salty and intermediate cold and

less saline waters.
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Figure 8: Temperature, salinity profiles temporal evolution observed at the ”Arkona basin”

station over the period 10 June 2008 - 17 July 2008.
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Figure 9: Temperature error vertical covariances and correlations at the ”Arkona Basin”:

summer flow dependent forecast error covariances (top left panel) and correlations (top

right panel); spring flow dependent forecast error covariances (middle left panel) and

correlations (middle right panels); initial spring model error correlations (bottom left

panel); initial summer model error correlations (bottom right panel).
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Figure 10: BSHcmod salinity spatial error correlations around the ”Arkona Basin” : in

summer (left panel) and spring (right panel).

Table 1: Coordinates of the MARNET stations.

Station Location

Arkona 54o53′ N , 13o52′ E

Darss 54o42′ N , 12o42′ E

Kiel 54o30′ N , 10o16′ E

Fehmarn 54o36′ N , 11o09′ E

Ems 54o10′ N , 6o21′ E

Germ. Bight 54o10′ N , 7o27′ E
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Table 2: Experiment conditions

Experiment Initialization Covariance Ensemble Ensemble

number date (ID) over period mean size

1 Oct 1st 2007 Oct - Dec seasonal∗ 8

2 Mar 1st 2007 Oct - Dec seasonal 8

3 Mar 1st 2008 Mar - May seasonal 16

4 Mar 1st 2008 Mar - May state on ID∗∗ 8

5 Jun 1st 2008 Jun - Aug state on ID 8

6 Jun 1st 2008 Mar - May state on ID 8

∗ – averaged over the covariance period; ∗∗ – model state on the ensemble

initialization date spun up for 11 days of model integration started from

climatology.
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Table 3: Deviation of the SST predicted with and without DA and AVHRR-derived tem-

perature from the MARNET observations.

RMS (oC) Mean (oC)

Station BSHcmod LSEIK NOAA BSHcmod LSEIK NOAA

Arkona 0.88 0.58 0.61 0.29 0.0 -0.04

Darss 1.27 0.81 0.69 0.55 0.17 -0.01

Kiel 0.79 0.49 0.61 0.13 -0.07 -0.08

Fehmarn 0.63 0.43 0.56 0.16 -0.03 -0.16

Ems 0.67 0.45 0.49 -0.33 -0.20 -0.17

Germ. Bight 0.97 0.53 0.57 0.34 0.03 -0.27

Table 4: Entropy (an example for the integration period of 25 June – 8 August 2008).

Experiment Entropy

number value

2 3.97

3 4.24

4 4.44

5 4.89

6 2.71
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